How can we design a product or movie that will a ract, for example, the interest of Pennsylvania adolescents or liberal newspaper critics? What should be the genre of that movie and who should be in the cast? In this work, we seek to identify how we can design new movies with features tailored to a speci c user population. We formulate the movie design as an optimization problem over the inference of user-feature scores and selection of the features that maximize the number of a racted users. Our approach, PNP, is based on a heterogeneous, tripartite graph of users, movies, and features (e.g. actors, directors, genres), where users rate movies and features contribute to movies. We learn the preferences by leveraging user similarities de ned through di erent types of relations, and show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art approaches, including matrix factorization and other heterogeneous graph-based analysis. We evaluate PNP on publicly available real-world data and show that it is highly scalable and e ectively provides movie designs oriented towards di erent groups of users, including men, women, and adolescents.
INTRODUCTION
Creating products that satisfy the market is critical to companies as it determines their success and revenue [3] . Online services, such as Amazon, eBay, and Net ix, use data-driven approaches to recommend products to their customers. Recently, however, companies like Net ix have employed their direct knowledge of user viewing habits to make licensing and original programming decisions; this was indeed the case with, e.g. 'House of Cards', one of their most-watched shows [8, 21] . Can we take this decisionmaking process one step further, and leverage the large amounts of available data (e.g. user ratings or (dis)likes, reviews, product characteristics) to inform the design of new products and services that will likely satisfy the target customers?
Market t for products and services [3] , team formation [2, 20] , and team replacement [22] are related problems with a similar goal: designing a new product, service, or team that will succeed, given a target market or task. e large number of possible choices, combinations, and constraints, as well as the challenge of assessing audience demand, make this a considerably hard problem. Currently, experts use their judgement to estimate solutions to this problem, but this does not scale or allow leveraging massive datasets. e goal of this paper is to formalize the movie design problem and solve it in a tractable and scalable fashion. Our motivation comes from the movie entertainment industry: We investigate how to design a successful movie that will a ract the interest of an arbitrary targeted demographic, subject to budget constraints. Speci cally, we tackle the following problem (in short, MD):
determines the features for a new movie that is likely to a ract the largest number of users.
Solving MD poses several challenges. Clearly, identifying an e ective design relies on how movie features a ect user preferences. As extensively documented in the recommendation literature [5, 17] , and also corroborated by our experiments, "collaborative ltering" approaches and exploiting similarities between users tend to signi cantly outperform regressing individual user preferences in isolation. It is not immediately clear how to solve MD by leveraging both explicit features and user similarities in a principled, tractable fashion. An additional challenge arises from the fact that the MD problem can be applied to an arbitrary set of users U . Indeed, di erent strategists may wish to a ract varied demographics, and our design should be able to cope with arbitrary, repeated requests. As a result, we would like to e ciently determine movie designs targeting any given group.
To address these challenges, we propose a graph-theoretic approach for the MD problem and contribute:
• Problem Formulation: We formally pose MD as a problem for designing successful new movies for a target audience. Moreover, we adopt an approach that separates the problem solution into two phases: user-feature preference inference, and model-based design.
is separation allows us to infer user preferences and e ciently handle arbitrary "design queries", as de ned by targeted user groups.
• Path-Based Training: To infer the user-feature scores, we propose a novel model based on prede ned walks on a heterogeneous graph consisting of users, movies, and features, which treats "dislikes" in a natural way.
is methodology allows us to leverage both features and user similarity. Although we focus on the se ing of movies, our method is generalizable to any se ing where user ratings and product features are available.
• Model-Based Design: Having inferred user-feature preferences, we formulate the selection of features that compose a movie as an optimization problem with capacity and other constraints, and establish conditions under which the problem solution is tractable.
• Experiments: By using real-world data with ∼5 million movieratings and 175 000 movie-features, we show that our model of user behavior succeeds in describing user preferences with very high accuracy. In addition, combined with our optimization method, it results in movie design choices that signi cantly outperform those of our competitors.
In the next section, we introduce our proposed method, PNP.
PROPOSED METHOD: PNP
In the MD problem, we assume that the data input consists of a set of users U , a set of movies M, and a set of movie features F . In addition, the feature set F is partitioned into types (e.g. actors, directors, genres): we denote by T the set of types, and by F ⊂ F the set of features of type ∈ T . Relations between the above entities are also part of MD's input. ese relations consist of: (a) the user-movie ratings, containing tuples of the form (i, j, r i j ), where i ∈ U and j ∈ M, and are organized in a u × m matrix R, with zeros indicating absent ratings; (b) the movie-feature memberships stored in a m × f binary matrix F, where a non-zero entry (j, k ) means that feature k belongs the set of users and target users, resp. M, F , T the set of movies, features, and types, resp. u, u number of users and target users, resp. m, f , t number of movies, features, and types, resp. R u × m matrix of user-movie ratings, with elmnts. r i j F m × f movie-feature membership matrix, with elmnts. f i j W inferred u × f matrix of user-feature preferences Q proposed u × m matrix of user-movie ratings, with elmnts. q i j τ threshold in the linear threshold model S the set of chosen features G (S ) user conversion function x 1 × f binary characteristic vector of S c k cost per feature k (e.g., salary) B budget per type (e.g., budget for actors)
to movie j. roughout the paper, following observations in the literature [12] , we say that user i 'likes' movie j if the rating r i j is larger than i's average ratingr i among non-zero entries in R. Table 1 summarizes our notation. e goal of the MD problem (Problem 1) is to design a new movie by selecting its features so that it is within budget and is liked by as many of the people in the target audience as possible. To make the problem tractable, and handle the challenges that we described in the introduction, we reduce it to solving two separate subproblems. We tackle these subproblems in Sections 2.1, and 2.2, respectively.
[Inferring User-Feature Scores] Given (a) a set of users U, movies M, and features F , (b) the user movie ratings R, and (c) the movie-feature memberships F; nd the user-feature preference scores. e rst subproblem amounts to learning user-feature preference scores, capturing the propensity of a given user to like a movie that contains a given feature; the higher the score, the more likely a user is to like this movie. In the second subproblem, we use these scores to formulate the objective of maximizing the number of users liking the movie, among a targeted set.
[Designing the Movie] Given (a) a set of target users U , features F , and types T , (b) the user-feature preferences, and (c) costs c k per feature k and budgets B per feature type ; select features for a new movie s.t. is within budget and the number of users who will probably like it is maximized.
Next, we discuss our proposed solutions to these two problems.
Step 1. Inferring user-feature scores
e rst constituent problem of MD, Problem 2, can be approached as a classi cation problem, in which binary 'like' labels of every user are regressed from movie features. Traditional methods (e.g. random forests, matrix factorization) can be used to solve such a problem; as a byproduct, these methods o en quantify the e ect of each individual feature on a user's decision. However, these methods do not perform well (cf. Section 4) as they either ignore commonalities between users or make use of latent features which cannot be used to identify user-feature preferences.
We propose to solve the MD problem by handling both constituent problems via a graph-theoretic approach, which cleverly leverages both explicit features and user similarities, and, most importantly, its resulting scores also lead to a tractable movie design optimization for an arbitrary set of target users (Section 2.2). We model the input data as an undirected, heterogeneous, tripartite network where the nodes are users, movies, and movie features, and edges represent the relationships between them. e relationships or edge types are 'rated-by' (for user-movie edges), and 'belongto' (for feature-movie edges). We give a pictorial overview of our approach in Figure 2 .
Speci cally, our proposed method, PNP (Positive / Negative Paths), infers the user-feature scores by performing walks of xed length on the tripartite graph of users, movies and features, thus leveraging information about user-movie ratings as in 'collaborative' approaches, as well as movie 'content' (features). PNP is based on meta-paths, which was rst introduced for similarity search in heterogeneous information networks [34] . Informally, a meta-path consists of a sequence of relations between node types. Formally:
D
. A meta-path or prede ned-path P on a heterogeneous graph G with object types A 1 , A 2 , . . . and relations R 1 , R 2 , . . . :
between the source node type A 1 and the target node type A t , where • is the composition operator on relations.
In our se ing, the object types include users U , movies M, and features F , and there exist two types of relations: 'rated-by' and 'belongs-to', as well as their inverses.
To capture user-feature preferences, we propose a random-walkbased score restricted over prede ned paths starting from F and ending in U . We view the proximity of a user to a feature through such a path as an indication of the user's possible 'preference' towards this feature. For example, a 2-step path via movies captures direct user-feature preferences based solely on the movies they have rated. Unlike our approach, the original path similarity [34] is computed as a normalized count of paths between entities. For di erent types of preferences, we consider three prede ned paths:
• 2-step Path: e path P = F MU (i.e., starting from a feature and ending to a user via a movie) in Figure 3 (a) nds the preferences of each user based on her ratings, and, thus, does not exploit a collaborative se ing. It computes accurate preferences for the features that appear in movies she has rated, but does not infer preferences for other features.
• User-based 4-step Path: e path P = F MU MU in Figure 3(b) computes the user preferences based on the user's input, as well as that of other users who are similar to her. e similarity between users is de ned via the common movies they have watched; two users who have rated the same set of movies with comparable scores are similar.
• Feature-based 4-step Path: e path P = F MF MU in Figure 3(c) nds the user preferences based on the user-movie ratings and similar movies to the ones she rated. e similarity between movies is feature-based, i.e., captures commonalities in content.
One way to compute a user-feature score is through the probability that a random walk starting at a given node, restricted to follow only paths of the above three forms, terminates at a given feature. Computing this probability corresponds to matrix multiplications involving the transition matrices induced by each bipartite graph (i.e., user-movies and movie-features). PNP improves upon this approach in two ways, by considering 'positive' and 'negative' random walks, and incorporating edge weights, as described below. Positive and Negative Walks. One issue with a random walk approach for preference inference is that the random walk model cannot handle 'dislikes' or 'negative' weights. Constructing the user-movies graph by creating an edge for each rating results in feature scores that only increase in magnitude despite the fact that a rating may be below average, indicating a 'dislike'. However, this is not desired in our MD problem; we want the features that contribute to movies disliked by a user to be penalized by receiving smaller scores than features that contribute to her favorite movies.
To handle this case, we introduce the concept of P and N walks. Since the movie ratings, which incorporate 'dislike' information, appear in the bipartite user-movie graph, we focus only on this part of the tripartite graph. To obtain the P graph from the original bipartite graph, we derive a graph that captures 'like' relations [12] , i.e. edges with weight (rating) above the corresponding average user rating. Similarly, we obtain the N graph by capturing only 'dislike' relations. e process of generating the P and N graphs is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Edge Weights. To be er leverage the user preferences, we assign weights to edges between users and movies on both the P and N graphs, so that the walker performs a walk over a weighted graph. Since user ratings are o en biased [17] (e.g. some users give high scores objectively, even if they did not enjoy the movie), we do not directly use the ratings as edge weights, but we center user i's rating for movie j through r i j −r i , wherer i is the user's average rating. at is, we adjust the ratings according to each user's average movie rating and refer to it as a 'Centered Rating' (CR). Second, to emphasize big deviations from the average user rating, we use a non-linear reweighing schema:
which puts more weight on very low and very high ratings. Note that, as ratings are centered around the mean, the notions of low and high are subjective for each user. We denote the resulting u ×m weighted adjacency matrix by Q, and consider random walks over the corresponding weighted graph. We study the e ect of the reweighing schema and its non-linearity in Section 4.
PNP Score Computation. Pu ing all this together, PNP proceeds as follows. It computes the probability that a random walk starting at a user reaches a feature under the following assumptions: the walk is (a) constrained to occur only over paths of the three proposed prede ned types, and (b) occurs on either the P or the N graph, with edges appropriately weighted through Equation (1). Let w p + and w p − be the probability vectors over features, for path type p and user i ∈ U. en, we de ne w p = w p + − w p − as the weighted user-feature preference vector over path type p.
It is clear that, as desired, PNP penalizes features in movies that are disliked by a user by subtracting some value from their preference score. We de ne the nal weighted feature vector of PNP for i, which represents i's preference over features in F as a linear combination of the weighted user-feature vectors over the three prede ned path types:
where w = (w + − w − ). In matrix form, the feature preferences for all users are:
where α,β,γ ∈ R + are the combination parameters satisfying the equation α+β+γ =1, and W is a u × f matrix.
Step 2. Designing the movie
e second constituent problem of MD, Problem 3, tackles the actual selection of features, S, for a new movie so that the number of users who will likely enjoy it is maximized. We propose to formulate Problem 3 as an optimization problem with cardinality constraints and, if available, budget constraints. Following the literature on node-speci c threshold models for in uence maximization [10, 16] , we consider a user i converted with respect to (i.e., 'likes') a movie consisting of features S if k ∈S w ik > τ i , where w ik is user i's preference score for feature k and τ i is the user-speci c threshold. Treating τ i as a random variable, we de ne the user conversion function, G (S), as the expected number of users in the target set U that are converted:
where x ∈ {0, 1} f is the characteristic row-vector of set S (i.e., x k = 1 i k ∈ S), and w i is the row vector that encodes user i's feature preferences. Based on these assumptions, we frame the MD task as a general optimization problem:
x ∈ {0, 1} f .
In the special case where b k = 1 for all k ∈ F , the above problem e ectively amounts to maximizing G (S ) subject to a cardinality constraint |S ∩ F | ≤ B . For example, for type =actor, the quantity |S ∩ F act or | is equal to the number of selected actors which is bounded by the maximum number of actors, B act or . Such constraints also make sense as, e.g., no more than one director is needed per movie. If the cost c k per feature is available, then we can set b k = c k , and, thus, capture budget constraints. We note that the optimization problem has a linear constraint, and the objective depends on the inner product of scores with x; so, it does not model dependencies between features. Next, based on evidence from the real-world data, we explain why we do not model such dependencies.
Why not model feature dependencies? We followed a datadriven approach to evaluate whether dependencies between movie features correlate with movie ratings (e.g. two actors should always play together because then they lead to successful movies, while independently they do not). Using the IMDB dataset described in Section 3, we performed: (1) frequent item mining (a priori algorithm) to nd frequent k-itemsets that have appeared in at least ten movies; and then (2) linear and lasso regression with 5-fold cross validation to select the k-itemsets (singletons, pairs or triplets of features) that are most predictive of the movie rating. Frequent item mining showed that only 1% of the features are frequent (with support ≥ 0.5%), half of which contribute to frequent pairs, and 20% contribute to frequent triplets. e results of linear and lasso regression are summarized in Table 2 . In general, regression on the dataset with frequent singleton features is be er or comparable (in terms of error and model compactness) to regression on datasets that capture feature dependencies. Speci cally, the MSE (Mean Squared Error) of linear regression is minimum when the input dataset has only singleton features.
e MSE of lasso regression becomes slightly smaller when we consider frequent pairs of features rather than only frequent single features (1.04 vs. 1.03). However, the majority of selected features are singletons, and the number of selected features are almost the same.
O
1. e feature dependencies are very few and do not a ect the predictability of user-movie ratings signi cantly.
Uniform reshold Model. Given its success in modeling in uence propagation in networks, we propose to use a linear threshold model where each user i picks her conversion threshold τ i uniformly at random [16] , i.e., we assume no background information about the user conversion thresholds. Since the PNP user-feature preferences computed are in [−1, 1], we set the thresholds to follow the uniform distribution in the same interval, i.e. τ i ∼ U[−1, 1]. Under these assumptions, the user conversion function (4) becomes
Starting from Equation (4) and applying our assumptions, we obtain:
Hence, under the uniform threshold model, we want to pick the movie features that maximize k ∈S w k .
In this case, the problem reduces to knapsack under separable constraints, which, though NP-hard, can be solved with an FPTA scheme [37] . In the unit-cost (i.e., cardinality) case, the problem is solvable in polynomial time: sorting features k ∈ F in decreasing order of costs w k , and picking the top B features, is optimal.
Sigmoid reshold Model.
e uniform threshold model has the advantage of resulting in an easy-to-solve optimization problem. To further leverage background information that might be available in the data, data-driven models may be considered for the userspeci c thresholds. For instance, if the average rating score per user follows a sigmoid distribution and it is being used as the userspeci c threshold, then F in Equation (4) can be replaced with the CDF of the logistic distribution, F S .
is results in a sigmoidal programming problem [36] , which is NP-hard even in its relaxed form with non-integral solution. By formulating the problem as the maximization of i ∈U F S [ i ], we introduce |F | additional constraints i = w i x T , which can be solved approximately by using the branch-and-bound based method in [36] . e (possibly) fractional solutions can then be converted to integral values solutions by using pipage rounding [1] . However, the approximation error of the solution depends on the number of constraints, and the method may solve many convex optimization problems, which suggests that the method will be impractical for the MD problem with thousands of constraints.
Complexity of PNP
Naïve approach. Performing the walks over the 2-step and 4-step prede ned paths on the positive and negative graphs is computationally expensive and is dominated by sparse matrix and sparsedense matrix multiplications (e.g.,QF for P = F MU , orQQ TQF for P = F MU MU , whereQ,Q T ,F are u × m, m × u, and m × f transition matrices). If we assume naïve matrix multiplications, the complexity of performing the walks on the 2-step, user-based 4-step, and feature-based 4-step paths would be: Θ( f mu), Θ( f mu + 2u 2 m) and Θ(3f mu). We note that these computations can be trivially parallelized, so the complexity corresponds to the maximum of the three. Moreover, the output is a dense u × f matrix W that captures the user-feature preferences. Although the bulk of the computation can happen o ine, we can support quick query processing by just summing up the rows in matrix W that correspond to the target users U and performing linear feature selection in O (u f ) a er sorting the scores in decreasing order in O ( f log f ). Next, we show that we can signi cantly speed up the computation and reduce the storage requirements.
Fast approach. e rst step of inferring all the user-feature scores results in a dense u × f matrix W. In the proposed second step of designing a movie, we observe that the uniform threshold model simpli es the problem mathematically, and requires only the sum of the target users' feature preferences (i.e., a 1 × f vector that has the sum of all the inferred preferences for all target users U ). is observation helps us to signi cantly speed up the computations and reduce the storage requirements. By using a u × 1 indicator vector x for the users in U , all the walks can be re-designed (backwards) as fast sparse matrix-vector multiplications. For example, for the prede ned path P = F MU MU , instead of computingQQ TQF in the rst step and the aggregate score for the target users in the second step (as in the naïve approach), we can directly computẽ
, where nnz() is the support size (i.e., number of non-zeros) of the corresponding matrix. e intermediate and nal computations generate and store vectors of variable lengths. Similar computations can be derived for P = F MU and P = F MF MU . e feature selection can be done in O ( f log f + f ). As we show in Section 4.1.3, the fast approach is very scalable and up to 100× faster than the naïve approach.
DATA
We compiled our data from two di erent and publicly available sources: (i) the Flixster website [40] , a social movie site allowing users to watch and rate movies, from which we obtained user-movie ratings, and (ii) the MGO website [35] which has information about movie features. e Flixster and MGO datasets consist of 66 726 and 83 017 movies, respectively. In addition to the user ratings, the Flixster dataset provides some user demographics, including their gender, age, and location (as free text).
To merge the two datasets, rst we dropped the movie remakes. In order to be able to infer the user-feature or user-movie preferences (Problem 1) using 5-fold cross validation, we iteratively ltered the data so that: every movie has been rated by at least 20 users and has at least 2 features; every user has rated at least 20 movies; every feature has appeared in at least two movies. e resulting user-movie-feature tripartite graph has 66 407 nodes and 4 567 253 edges (Table 3 ). e movie features include: 25 721 actors, 1 322 directors, 4 305 producers, 654 studios, and 27 genres. e user ratings are between 1 and 5, with 0.5 increments.
For our dependency analysis we used an IMDB dataset consisting of 1 893 movies, their features (947 directors, 5 231 producers, 1 209 studios, 51 500 actors, 27 genres, and 4 seasons), and average movie ratings. IMDB is based on the ratings of millions of users, allowing us to observe more global pa erns and feature dependencies. 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we give the experimental analysis of PNP, and evaluate its performance for designing new movies for speci c audiences. We seek to answer four main questions: Q1. How does PNP compare to baseline approaches? Q2. Is PNP robust with respect to its parameters? Q3. Is PNP scalable? Q4. How successful are the movies we design? e rst three questions are related to the inference of user-featurescore preferences (Problem 2), and the last question refers to the optimization problem (Problem 3).
Analysis of
Step 1: Inferring feature scores 4.1.1 Q1: PNP vs. baseline methods. To compare the predictive power of PNP against baseline methods, we cast Problem 2 as a binary classi cation problem where the goal is to predict whether a given user will like or dislike a new movie. More formally, recall that we consider two classes [12] : User i likes (dislikes) movie j if she rated it higher (lower) than her average user score, i.e., C i j =1 if r i j ≥r i (C i j =0 if r i j <r i ). Each observation corresponds to a user-movie rating, where the independent variables are the movie features (binary), and the dependent variable is the user's preference (like or dislike). We note that the mapping of the userratings to binary values results in 55% 'liked' movies, and 45% 'disliked' movies. In all the cases that we describe below, we learn a per-user classi er on their movie ratings, and test it on new movies. To predict the user's preference for a new movie using PNP, we multiply the user-based feature-preference vector w i with the new binary movie vector, and compute her movie score.
is problem can be solved by several traditional methods, among which we consider: Baseline 1.1: Naive Bayes. NB can predict whether or not a user will like a new movie, i.e., it cannot infer the user-feature preferences (Problem 2). NB makes the assumption that the features act independently. To avoid the zero-probabilities issue, we use the Laplace correction. Baseline 1.2: Logistic Regression. LR is a commonly-used generalized linear model for prediction. Similarly to NB, LR also assumes feature independence. LR also generates a weight vector of the features' contribution in the prediction. Since the number of features is greater than the number of samples (Table 3) , we used L1 regularization to ensure sparsity of the produced weight vector. To nd the best value of the regularizer parameter, we performed a cross-validated grid-search over the values {0.5, 1, 5, 10}. Baseline 1.3: Random Forests. RF is an ensemble method for classi cation and regression, which is robust to the inclusion of irrelevant features and over ing. For each user, the RF classi er generates N random subsets on the training data in terms of features, and constructs a separate decision tree for each subset. To predict a new user-movie preference, the movie's feature vector (new sample) runs through all the generated user-speci c decision trees, and the mode of the classes is assigned as the predicted class. A drawback of this approach is its runtime, since it requires generating many decision trees per user. In our experiments, for the maximum depth of the trees, we performed grid-search over the values {25, 100, 500, 1000}, and generated 10 random subsets of the data. Overall, RF was very slow despite the small number of grid-search values. Baseline 1.4: Matrix Factorization. MF [5, 17] with user and item biases predicts the rating of user i for item j:
where u i and j are d-length vectors (for some small d) that capture the user and item latent vectors, respectively, µ is the global average rating, b i is the user bias, and b j is the item bias. e main advantage over the other approaches is that we learn a model for each user using a small dense matrix, where the number of rated movies is commonly larger than the number of features. However, MF operates on a latent feature space, thus using it to design a new movie is not straightforward. We performed MF over the ratings matrix R to compute user and feature vectors with a dimension of d = 10. ese were computed using 20 iterations of stochastic gradient descent, and 2 regularization parameters selected through cross validation. e predicted ratings of user/movie pairs were used in the AUC computations. Baseline 1.5: Content-based Matrix Factorization. We further extended basic MF by incorporating content-dependent biases: beyond user and movie biases, we include additional bias in our model, one for every item feature. ese can be thought of as explicit, rather than latent, features of a movie. We again compute parameters for 2 regularization penalties through cross validation. Baseline 1.6: Heterogeneous Entity Recommendation. e method in [38] nds the top-k movies to recommend to a user by performing non-negative matrix factorization on a set of user-movie preference di usion matrices learned via meta-path similarity [34] and user clustering. We note that this approach cannot be used for feature preference inference since the model applies only for entities that are directly linked to and rated by users in the heterogeneous graph (e.g. movies). us, in the binary classi cation task, we use the inferred user-movie scores which are directly learned over the metapaths that correspond to our proposed method's prede ned paths. We set k = 20 for the low-rank approximations and pick the method's parameters through cross validation.
Results. To evaluate the methods, we perform 5-fold cross validation, compute the AUC (Area Under the Curve) per user, and report its average and standard deviation over all users in Table 4 .
PNP outperforms all baseline approaches on user-feature preference inference.
e main shortcomings of the baselines are: (i) Each per-user model for NB, LR, and RF leverages information speci c to that user only-i.e., her movie ratings, and the corresponding movie features-, and thus su ers from the sparsity problem; (ii) MF falls Table 4 : PNP outperforms all the baselines. We report the prediction accuracy (avg AUC and its std in parentheses). α, β, γ are the path combination parameters, and δ is the rating-reweighing parameter. in the collaborative space, but does not leverage information about the movie features, and operates on a latent feature space; contentbased MF also partially relies on latent movie features, which again prohibits its use in movie design. e heterogeneous entity recommendation approach infers the movie preferences, but not the feature preferences, and, thus, cannot be used for movie design either. In contrast, our proposed method, PNP, solves the MD problem by exploiting the latent similarities between users (collaborative), movies, and features, and operates explicitly on the movie features, thus directly enabling us to use its output to design movies.
Q2:
Robustness of PNP. Robustness to the reweighing schema. To evaluate our reweighing schema in Eq. 1, we learn a PNP classi er per user for di erent values of the parameter δ . In Figure 5 , we give the average AUC (5-fold cross validation) of PNP for using the centered ratings without exponentiation (simple reweighing), and our proposed approach with δ ranging from 0 to 3, and for combination parameters α = 0.5, β = 0.2 and γ = 0.3. e performance is stable for δ = 0 − 1.5, which corresponds to moderate scaling of the user ratings. Robustness to the combination parameters. As described in Eq. (3), the proposed method, PNP, has three parameters which de ne the involvement of each prede ned path. Next, we explore how these parameters a ect the user preference inference. As before, we learn a PNP classi er per user for di erent values of {α, β, γ }, and compute the average AUC and its standard deviation (y-axis) by performing 5-fold cross validation ( Figure 6 ). In this experiment we set δ = 1. We vary the values of α and γ from 0 to 1 with step 0.1 (β is uniquely determined since α + β + γ = 1).
O
4. PNP is quite robust to the 'combination' parameters (α, β, γ ) of the prede ned walks. e lowest accuracy is obtained when the direct user preferences (2-step path) are ignored, and the highest accuracy when the userbased 4-step path has small participation, likely because this walk 'blurs' the individual preferences by relying on 'similar' users. In practice, these parameters can be set by performing cross validation on the data at hand. 4.1.3 Q3: Scalability. We evaluate the scalability of our method with respect to the number of ratings, which corresponds to the number of non-zeros in the ratings matrix R. For our experiment, we vary the number of ratings from 1000 to 4 435 359, which is the total number of ratings in our dataset. For each number of ratings, we generate ve matrices with randomly chosen ratings from the original matrix, we run PNP and report the average and standard deviation of the runtime. For comparison, we ran both the naïve and fast approaches (we give their theoretical complexities in Section 2.3). Figure 7 shows the runtime of the two methods on:
(a) a standard machine (STM): AMD Opteron Processor 854 @ 2.80GHz, 2 cores, 32GB RAM; (b) a high-performance machine (HPM): AMD Opteron Processor 6282 SE @ 2.60GHz, 16 cores, 264GB RAM.
We note that the naïve approach, which needs to compute a dense u × f matrix W in Step 1, runs out of memory for more than 10 000 ratings on the standard machine, while our fast approach is highly scalable and has comparable runtime on both machines. e speedup of the fast approach is due to avoiding the computation of matrix W (which has over 912 million entries for 28 482 users and 32 029 features) and only performing sparse matrix-vector multiplications, based on the observation that only aggregate preferences Figure 7 : PNP is scalable. e fast approach is faster and needs less space than the naïve one.
from the target users U are needed for the movie design problem under the uniform threshold model (Section 2.3).
5. e fast approach (sparse matrix-vector multiplications) is up to 100× faster than the naïve approach, and requires less memory.
Analysis of Step 2: Designing the Movie

Q4:
antitative Evaluation. Evaluating the second subproblem of M D is a very challenging task, since there is no ground truth available, and actionable evaluation (i.e., producing a movie based on our method's output) is not feasible. Since no other work in the literature has addressed this problem, we introduce two intuitive baselines (which can be automated, and, thus, do not involve an expert producing a movie):
• Baseline 2.1: P . Using the same capacity constraints as in the optimization problem in Eq. (5), we design a movie by choosing the most popular features for the target audience U . We assume that the ratings for features are inherited from the movies to which they belong. e 1 × f popularity vector is given by: p = v · F, where v is the vector of total ratings per movie (with elements j = u i=1 1 r i j >0 , where 1 is an indicator function), and F is the binary movie-feature membership matrix.
• Baseline 2.2: T . Applying the same capacity constraints as in Eq. (5), we design a movie by selecting the most highly rated features for the target users U . We assume that the features inherit their movies' ratings, so the vector of feature ratings can be computed as: t =r j · F, wherer j is the vector with the average movie ratings over all users in U , and F is the column-normalized movie-feature membership matrix.
e problem formulation that we introduced in Section 2.2 can handle both capacity and budget constraints during the feature selection for a new movie. Due to the lack of reliable resources that provide the real budgets per actor, director, etc., for the purpose of our experiments, we use only capacity constraints for our method and the two above-mentioned baselines.
Despite the challenges of evaluating this task, we introduce two quantitative measures that leverage the ratings of existing movies (i.e., the available information) to evaluate the new movie designs:
• kNN: Given a movie j * , we nd the set N of its k nearest neighbors (via cosine similarity) and infer its score asr j * = 1 | N | j ∈Nrj , wherer is the vector with the average movie ratings over all users in U . We set k = 20.
• kNN: is is the weighted version of kNN, where the movie scores are weighted by their cosine similarity to the given movie j * , i.e.,r j * = α j ∈N sim(j * , j) ·r j , where
is a normalization factor.
Results. We applied all methods to the movie dataset (Section 3) in order to design movies (with constraints, e.g. six actors, two directors, two genres) for di erent target audiences: (i) all women; (ii) all men; (iii) 13-to 15-year-old children; (iv) 13-to 18-year-old children; (v) men 18-25 years old; (vi) women 18-25 years old. 
Anecdotes.
To highlight how the movie design changes with the age of the target audience, we present the movies designed for men across di erent age groups. For teenage boys (13-18years), the movie designed has the following composition. Top genres are Martial Arts and Action; top actors chosen are Will Smith (according to IMDB, best known for the Men In Black series) and Adam Sandler (known for Grown Ups); directors are Clint Eastwood (known for Million Dollar Baby) and Spike Lee (known for Malcolm X); producers are Mark Burg (known for Two and a Half Men) and Jack Giarraputo (known for 50 First Dates); studios are Revolution and Warner Brothers. Interestingly, the top chosen genre for a movie for 19-25 year-old men is Romance, with Ned Bellamy (best known for Being John Malkovich) and Alan Rickman (known for the Harry Po er series) as the leading actors, and Ron Howard as the director (known for Cinderella Man). As another example, the movie designed for men of all ages has Martial Arts (the genre for movies like Rush Hour 2) as top-genre, Gary Oldman (known for the Batman series) and Ma Damon (Bourne series) as lead actors, and Steven Spielberg as lead director.
Our model leverages the distinct pa erns in the movie interests of di erent demographics to design movies that speci cally cater to those audiences. at said, movie making is a highly creative process and many elements need to come together. Taking such a data-driven approach to designing movies is a step towards the world of targeted and personalized movies.
RELATED WORK
We review three main research areas that are related to our work: Recommendation systems Our work is related to recommendation methods, and speci cally group recommendation, which seeks to recommend existing items that are likely to match the tastes of multiple users at the same time [15, 30] .
e area of recommendation systems is very active with numerous algorithms that leverage the user preferences and similarities [7, 14, 18] , or item similarities [24, 32] in order to provide personalized recommendations to the users. e user-based CF approaches su er from the sparsity problem, especially for new users (cold-start problem), which leads to very low prediction quality and scalability. To overcome these problems, [25] leverages the social interactions and connections between users, [39] proposes a uni ed approach that combines CF with friendships and memberships, and other methods, known as content-based methods that use side information, such as demographics, and item features (e.g. stylistic visual attributes) [11, 13, 27, 31] . A popular, scalable and accurate approach is matrix factorization [17] , which relies on latent factors for both users and items in order to make recommendations. Privacy is always a major concern in online systems, which has also led to privacy-preserving recommendation systems [6, 26, 29] . Despite the similarities with group recommendation, our objective is to design a new movie (or, generally, a new product), so that the expected number of endorsers in the intended audience is maximized. Heterogeneous graphs Heterogeneous networks have become very popular in the recent years, and e orts have focused on adapting and extending approaches intended for homogeneous graphs, such as similarity search [19, 34] and random walk with restarts [4, 28, 41] . Sun et al. [34] introduced the idea of meta-paths for similarity search. In our work, we use meta-paths or prede ned paths to perform 'random' walks, with the ultimate goal of inferring user-feature preferences for the MD problem. e heterogeneous entity recommendation approach [38] addresses the problem of top-k entity recommendation by performing matrix factorization on user-movie preference matrices obtained by employing the denition of meta-path similarity [34] (normalized path counts). e goal of [38] is to rank existing items by user interest, assuming that all the items that are rated by a user are of interest to her (although she might have disliked some of the items). is is a weaker problem than the one that our work and typical recommender systems tackle. Moreover, [38] cannot directly infer the user-feature preferences, making it unsuitable for the MD problem. Unlike these works, we infer the user preferences with respect to item features by de ning random-walk scores over meta-paths and e ectively incorporate likes and dislikes, which leads to high accuracy. In uence Maximization In uence maximization is a fundamental underlying problem in viral marketing [9] , the early adoption of products and the dynamics of adoption [23, 33] , targeted advertising, and more. e goal is to identify which users to target in order to maximize the adoption of an existing product or service. One of the most in uential papers in the area by Kempe, Tardos, and Kleinberg [16] introduced the independent cascades and linear threshold models for user conversion; more e cient models have been proposed since then [10] . In our work, we use a variation of the linear threshold model.
CONCLUSIONS
is paper introduces the M D problem for speci c target audiences by leveraging user-movie preferences and movie content.
e MD problem that we proposed is complementary to recommendation systems. In addition to contributing a novel formulation of the MD problem as an optimization problem, we introduced a new random walk-based algorithm, PNP on a P and N graph, which e ciently handles dislikes in the user preferences. We showed that PNP is superior to baseline methods in terms of movie preference predictions. Finally, we applied our method on large, real-world datasets to generate movies for speci c audiences, and introduced ways for the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the designs. Although we tailored our approach to the design of movies, it can be generalized to other products for which reviews and features can be identi ed.
Future work includes extending our method with other elements of the creative movie process, notably the plot of the movie, the screenplay, and the soundtrack. ere are additional signals that can be incorporated, such as the credits order for the actors in the movie as an indicator of their contribution and weights on a movie's genre, e.g. for a movie that is mostly drama yet has an element of romance, we can weigh those two genres unequally.
